Importantly! Recommendations for providing the correct details for crediting SWIFT transfers.
1. To receive a payment in PrivatBank, the sender must pay special attention to filling in the following
fields when creating a SWIFT-payment:
• full name and address of the recipient (including postal code);
• full purpose of payment.
- If the sender is an individual, it is necessary to specify to whom the payment is sent. When transferring
a relative, it is necessary to indicate the degree of kinship (private transfer to a brother, father, etc.).
- If the sender is a legal entity, it is necessary to specify what the payment is sent for (salary, royalties,
etc.). In the absence of mandatory details, the transfer will not be credited to the details of the payment.
2. A transfer to an individual's account may be made for non-commercial transactions and shall not apply
to transfers related to investment and business activities.
3. For prompt crediting of the transfer, we strongly recommend that you agree with the sender on the
currency of the transfer it must match the currency of your card. If you do not have a card in the currency in which you want to
receive the transfer, it is desirable that it be sent in US dollars (USD) or euros (EUR).
Pay attention! In order to credit the transfer for which the details were incorrectly indicated, a complaint
correspondence may be made between the banks, for which a fee will be charged from the amount of the
transfer. In this regard, please pay special attention to the correctness of the details provided to receive
SWIFT-payments. Make sure you provide the recipient with personal information! PrivatBank
recommends that you follow the following forms of providing details for receiving foreign currency
transfers to your account:
Table with details for cards opened in EUR:
BENEFICIARY:
Одержувач (П. І. Б. власника рахунку
латиницею і адреса)
ACCOUNT:
Рахунок у банку одержувача (номер
пластикової картки чи поточного
рахунку в ПриватБанку)
BANK OF BENEFICIARY:
Банк одержувача

CORRESPONDENT ACCOUNT:
Рахунок банку одержувача в банкукореспонденті
INTERMEDIARY BANK:
Банк-кореспондент
IBAN:

DOBROSKOK OKSANA 62481,
Ukraine,region Kharkivska,district
Kharkivskyi,settlement Rohan,lane
Kulturi,building 9
4149629312769516

JSC CB PRIVATBANK, 1D
HRUSHEVSKOHO STR., KYIV, 01001,
UKRAINE
SWIFT CODE/BIC: PBANUA2X
623-160-5145

J.P.MORGAN AG, FRANKFURT AM
MAIN, GERMANY SWIFT CODE/BIC:
CHASDEFX
UA613052990000026207880807940

